
THE PROBLEM

Prevent the Next generation 
of supply chain attacks 

THE CHALLENGE

Service Supply Chain 
Attacks are on the Rise

The crippling recent attacks on Microsoft, Github, Mailchimp and CircleCI reveal a new generation of supply chain 
attacks in which attackers take advantage of access granted to third-party cloud services as a backdoor into the 

companies’ most sensitive core systems.

Everything-as-a-service encourages end users to continuously integrate third-party apps and services 
into the fabric of the enterprise, resulting in a growing mesh of shadow integrations and non-human 

identities threatening to expose your most sensitive systems. Supply chain attacks. Data breaches. Account 
takeovers. Compliance violations. For most companies, it’s not a matter of if – it’s a matter of when.


Securing 


Identities

Non-Human


Astrix ensures your core systems are securely connected to third-party 
cloud services by extending access management and threat prevention 
to API keys, OAuth tokens, service accounts, and more.


Book a demo

Keep your XaaS 
core system safe 
From Salesforce and Office 365 to GitHub, 
Snowflake and Workato, we keep core systems 
across SaaS, PaaS, and IaaS secure from over-
privileged, unnecessary, and malicious integrations 
exposing your organization to supply chain attacks, 
data leakage, and compliance violations.

THE ASTRIX PLATFORM

Take Control of Your Third-
Party App Connections

Our agent-less, instant connection enables security teams to see through the fog of non-human identities 
accessing their core systems and effortlessly manage the exposure of their most important assets.

Holistic Visibility 
Get a consolidated view of 
internal and third-party 
integrations to your XaaS 
critical systems


Threat Detection
Uncover integration risks 
threatening your application 
posture, sensitive data, and 
compliance 

Rapid Remediation 
Automated remediation 
workflows help you mitigate 
integration risks while keeping 
your team productive


Lifecycle Management
Continually minimize attack 
surfaces and maintain 
compliance with out-of-the-
box enforcement guardrails

“Figma was built on the browser. As a cloud-native company, we 
work tirelessly to ensure that all of our software is secure and stable 
for our global users. Astrix bolsters our security promise by 
effectively monitoring risk from SaaS integrations.”

Devdatta Akhawe

Head of Security, Figma

Yaron Slutzky

CISO, Agoda

“With the rise in automation and new API-based integrations, Astrix’s 
ongoing monitoring and threat detection of what is accessing our 
environments became a key capability in our arsenal.”

Tyler Farrar

CISO, Exabeam

“Thanks to Astrix’s agentless deployment, within no time, we 
gained visibility into the growing number of third-party 
services that are connected to our critical systems.”

BACKED BY

and leading cybersecurity industry experts

To learn more and see Astrix in action visit

www.astrix.security

Astrix meets the highest 

industry standards

AWARDS & CERTIFICATIONS

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/security/blog/2022/09/22/malicious-oauth-applications-used-to-compromise-email-servers-and-spread-spam/
https://thehackernews.com/2022/04/github-says-hackers-breach-dozens-of.html
https://techcrunch.com/2022/04/04/mailchimp-internal-tool-breach/
https://circleci.com/blog/jan-4-2023-incident-report/
https://astrix.security/schedule-a-live-demo/
http://www.astrix.security
https://twitter.com/AstrixSecurity
https://www.facebook.com/AstrixSec
https://www.linkedin.com/company/astrix-security

